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Chapter 1

Introduction

The web application CARMAweb (Comprehensive R based Microarray Analysis web service) is an intuitive graph-

ical user interface for the normalization and analysis of microarray data derived from the main current microarray

platforms (Affymetrix GeneChips, two-color microarrays and ABI (Applied Biosystems) microarrays). The web

application is build as a multi tier application based on the Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition using the Struts

framework [1] with Java Server Pages (JSP) and Servlets for the web tier and Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) for the

business tier.

Because R [11] and BioConductor [6] are used as analytical backend a wide range of approved and state of the art

normalization and analysis methods for all current microarray platforms are available in the web application. The

cluster analysis module GenesisWeb uses facilities of the GenesisServer application server [14] to perform cluster

analysis using a wide range of clustering algorithms.

A usermanagement guarantees password protected access to the users data and analysis results. Additionally all

facilities of CARMAweb can be used without an user account, but in this case the user has to stay connected to the

web application until all analysis have been completed; once logged out all data are deleted.

A typical analysis workflow in CARMAweb can be delineated as follows:

• Data upload:raw data files (e.g. Affymetrix *.CEL files, GenePix *.gpr files ...) can be uploaded to the

web application using the upload in the Data directory. The users Data directory can be accessed using the

appropriate link in the navigation tree (see figure 1.2).

• Preprocessing:using the New Analysis button in the button bar of the main page a new analysis can be de-

fined. Depending on the platform used the user has to choose between a Affymetrix analysis, Two color

microarray analysis, ABI microarray analysis or, if the analysis should be performed on already normal-

ized data, Normalized data analysis (as the data is already normalized no preprocessing of the data will be

performed).
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Introduction

• Replicate handling:the replicate handling step (see section 2.5) is part of the data preprocessing and allows

to average the measured and normalized intensity values of replicated microarrays. This step can also be

skipped if no replicates are available in the microarray experiment.

• Detection of differentially expressed genes:differentially expressed genes can be detected by using simple

fold change cut–offs in the Fold change analysis, or using statistical tests.

• Cluster analysis:a cluster analysis can be performed independently of the previous steps. As input file any

tabulator delimited text file containing expression or regulation values can be used. A new cluster analysis

can be started using the New Cluster analysis button in the button bar of the main page, or by selecting a file

for the cluster analysis in a result folder (see chapter 4).

• GO mapping analysis:the GO analysis can be started by the New GO mapping button in the button bar.

As input any tabulator delimited text file containing in one column the EntrezGene (formerly LocusLink)

identifiers for the genes of interest is accepted. GO analyses can be performed on files that are stored in the

Data directory, or directly from within a R analysis result folder (see chapter 4).

All files (results) can be returned after each analysis from a analysis result folder (see chapter 4) to the users Data

directory and therefore be used as input files for any further analysis. In general the microarray analysis can be

split up into 3 main steps 1) Preprocessing, 2) detection of interesting (differentially expressed) genes and 3) high

level analysis. This is a very general abstraction of the microarray analysis and usually researches will not need

all of the steps mentioned above and will also have to change the order of the steps in this analytical pipeline. The

design and modular concept of CARMAweb tries to model this analytical pipeline where the order of the modules

can be changed and data and results can be transferred between its components. A description how this can be

achieved in CARMAweb is described in figure 1.1.

The main web page of the CARMAweb web application can be split up into the three main parts button bar,

navigation tree and center frame (see figure 1.2). The buttons from the button bar can be used to start a new

microarray analysis (New Analysis see also figure 1.3), a new GO analysis (New GO mapping) or a new Cluster

analysis (New Cluster analysis). The navigation tree in the left side of the web page can be used to navigate through

the web application. It contains links to the users Data directory and to all analysis of the user. Each analysis is

stored on the server until the user deletes them by clicking on the trashcan button next to the link in the navigation

tree.

The users Data directory is secured by the usermanagement, that allows only the owner to access the directory.

All files listed in the Data directory can be used to perform a new analysis. Data files can be uploaded into the

users Data directory using the upload form in the Data directory. Additionally it is possible to fetch files from the

cluster analysis module GenesisWebs workspace to the users Data directory, thus allowing to fetch back cluster

analysis results (clusters exported to txt files) and to perform successive analyses on them. Raw data files can be
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normalized, normalized data can be used to perform detection of differentially expressed genes. All files from an

analysis result folder (see chapter 4) can be copied to the Data directory and can then be used to perform a new

analysis (e.g. cluster analysis or mapping to GO terms).

Figure 1.1: Microarray analysis workflow (pipeline) and how this workflow is modeled in CARMAweb. All the
different modules of the web application can be used individually, or the can be combined to form a complete
analytical pipeline. The central part of the workflow is the users Data directory, where analysis results can
be returned and be used as input for any further analysis.
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Figure 1.2: CARMAweb main page.

Figure 1.3: New Analyses can be started from this page.
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Chapter 2

Preprocessing

The preprocessing of microarray data includes the background correction, normalization of the expression values

within each microarray and between the microarrays (to adjust the expression values accross microarrays). The

aim of the data preprocessing step is to remove the technical variance and systematic errors without altering the

biological variance within the data. Different adjustment methods have been developed in the last years for the

different microarray platforms.

CARMAweb provides preprocessing methods for all different microarray platforms using facilities of the corre-

sponding BioConductor packages. Affymetrix GeneChip data, spotted two color microarrays or ABI microarrays

can be analyzed. The following sections give a brief introduction to the preprocessing steps of each of these

platforms.

2.1 Preprocessing of Affymetrix GeneChip data

This section describes the pre–processing (background correction, normalization) for the Affymetrix GeneChip

platform. CARMAweb uses the affy and gcrma packages from BioConductor for this purpose and allows

therefore the usage of methods like the Affymetrix standard method MAS5 or more sophisticated methods like

MBEI (model based expression index) [10], VSN (variance stabilizing normalization) [7], RMA (robust multi–

array average) [9, 8] or GCRMA (robust multi–array average with correction for non specific binding according to

the GC content of each probe sequence) to perform the preprocessing. Alternatively a custom normalization can

be defined, where different methods can be used for the different steps of the Affymetrix GeneChip preprocessins

(that are 1) background correction, 2) normalization, 3) correction for non specific binding and 4) summarization).

A comparison of the different Affymetrix preprocessing methods is outlined in [3].

CARMAwebs preprocessing module for Affymetrix GeneChips supports .CEL files as input files. If you are

planning to analyze Affymetrix GeneChips with a custom layout it is suggested that you contact the developer
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2.1 Preprocessing of Affymetrix GeneChip data Preprocessing

(email to johannes.rainer@tcri.at), as not all custom layout CDF environments are available from Bioconductor.

The example analysis below has been performed using the Affymetrix test datasets available in CARMAweb.

This test dataset consists of 6 Affymetrix GeneChips (hgu133plus2) on which samples from 3 T–ALL (acute

lymphoblastic leukemia) patients before, and after treatment for 6 to 8 hours with GC (glucocorticoids), were

hybridized. To analyze own data files it is required that the files are uploaded to CARMAweb (using the Data

directory) before they can be processed.

The first step of the analysis consists in the selection of the files that should be preprocessed (see figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Selection for the Affymetrix GeneChip raw data files that should be analyzed.

Next the preprocessing method can be selected (figure 2.2). The Affymetrix preprocessing consists of the steps:

• Background correction

• Normalization

• Probe specific background correction

• Summarization of the probe level data

CARMAweb provides various preprocessing methods (like rma, gcrma...) and allows also to perform a custom

preprocessing by selecting different algorithms for the various steps of the preprocessing. For the preprocessing

of large Affymetrix GeneChip experiments including many GeneChips the justRMA or justGCRMA methods are

suggested, as these versions of the rma and gcrma algorithm are faster and use less memory.
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2.1 Preprocessing of Affymetrix GeneChip data Preprocessing

Figure 2.2: Affymetrix preprocessing.

Figure 2.3: Main analysis page for Affymetrix GeneChips. Additional analysis steps can be added by clicking on
the appropriate links. The analysis can be started by clicking on the Next button.
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2.1 Preprocessing of Affymetrix GeneChip data Preprocessing

By clicking on the Analysis button the user gets forwarded to the analysis page (figure 2.3), where additional

analysis steps, like detection for differentially expressed genes, can be added to the analysis (the detection of

differentially expressed genes for this example using test statistics is described in section 3.2).

The option Save the R workspace of each analysis step to a .RData file (see figure 2.3) makes the whole R work

space (containing all the objects created and used for the analysis) available for download, so that the user can

reload it on his local computer back into R (using R’s load function).

The analysis can be started by clicking on the Next button on the page (see figure 2.3).
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2.2 Preprocessing of two color microarray data Preprocessing

2.2 Preprocessing of two color microarray data

The preprocessing of two color microarrays consists of the steps 1) background correction, 2) within microarray

normalization and (optional) 3) between microarray normalization. The background correction can be performed

in CARMAweb by subtracting the background from the foreground signal (method subtract) or by using more

advanced methods like the minimum method (any intensity wich is zero or negative after correction is set to half

the minimum of the positive corrected intensities), the moving minimum method (background estimates are

replaced with the minimum of the backgrounds of the spot and its eight neighbors) or the method described in [5]

(edwards).

For the within microarray normalization methods like the median normalization as well as the loess or

print tip loess normalization, the robust spline normalization (normalizes using robustly fitted re-

gression splines and empirical Bayes shrinkage) or the variance stabilizing normalization (vsn) [7] (which com-

bines the within and between array normalization) are provided, whereas for the between microarray normalization

the median scaling or the quantile method are available. Most of these preprocessing methods are outlined in [12].

The preprocessing of two color microarrays is carried out in CARMAweb using functions from Bioconductors

limma and vsn packages. As input files raw data files from a wide range of microarray image analysis softwares

are supported (Agilent Feature Extraction, ArrayVision, BlueFuse, GenePix, ImaGene, QuantArray, SPOT, or raw

data files from the Stanford Microarray Database (SMD)). The different plots are created using functions from the

maDB package which provides also the functionality for the replicate handling step. Technically replicated arrays

or replicated spots on each array can be merged by calculating the median or mean expression value across the

replicates.

Genes flagged as bad spots by the scanning software can be excluded from the analysis (for Genepix users: choose

give all flagged spots a weight of 0 where How should spots flagged by the software be handled? is asked).

The following analysis was performed using the two color microarray test files available in the web application.

The files were scanned in a Axon scanner using the GenePix software (version 5). The annotation for each spot

is available in the corresponding Batch08 modUG.gal file. GenePix users actually do not have to provide the an-

notation using a GAL file, as the annotation is by default included in the gpr files itself. GenePix users can also

choose which columns of the input files (gpr files) should be used as the red and green foreground respectively

background signal channels.

For the two-color microarray analysis the two test files available in CARMAweb were used (see figure 2.4).
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2.2 Preprocessing of two color microarray data Preprocessing

Figure 2.4: Like in the Affymetrix analysis the data files containing the raw data files can be added to the analysis
using the page shown above.

Figure 2.5: The software with which the microarrays were scanned has to be specified to allow the analysis of the
raw data files. In the example above the GenePix software was used. Different parameters specific to the used
scanning software can be defined also on this page..

The user has to specify the software with which the microarrays were scanned (figure 2.5) and can also select

different parameters specific for the selected scanning software. In our example we selected to exclude all spots
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2.2 Preprocessing of two color microarray data Preprocessing

that were flagged as bad spots by the GenePix scanning sofware (option Give all flagged spots a weight of 0).

Additionally is possible to choose the data columns from the raw data files that should be used to read the signal

intensities for the red and green foreground respectively background (e.g. by choosing F635 Median for the red

foreground channel the median intensity per spot would be used instead of the mean instensity).

The preprocessing for two color microarrays consists of the three steps Background correction, within array

normalization and between array normalization. The settings for each one of these steps can be defined on the

different pages background correction, within array normalization and between array normalization. It is possible

to switch between these pages by clicking on the appropriate tab (see figure 2.6, tabs background correction, within

array normalization and between array normalization).

The background correction method as well as various plots that should be generated before and after background

correction can be selected on the page shown in figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Background correction of two color microarrays.
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2.2 Preprocessing of two color microarray data Preprocessing

The within array normalization corrects for the dye bias and other systematic errors within each microarray.

The default method in CARMAweb is the print tip loess normalization, which performs a normalization for each

print tip group separately to account also for the print tip effect. The within array normalization method can be

selected on the within array normalization tab of the two color microarray normalization page (see figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7: Within array normalization of two color microarrays.
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2.2 Preprocessing of two color microarray data Preprocessing

The between array normalization (figure 2.8) adjusts the expression values for each spot across the microarrays

of a microarray experiment. Available methods are a simple scaling method or the quantile mothod (known from

the Affymetrix platform).

Figure 2.8: Between array normalization of two color microarrays.
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2.2 Preprocessing of two color microarray data Preprocessing

After the definition of the preprocessing it is possible to perform a simple replicate handling (figure 2.9),

which allows to average the expression values accross replicated microarrays (e.g. average for each spot the signal

intensities from the red signal channels of different microarrays). Different options that are available are:

• Average replicated genes (spots) within each microarray which averages the expression values from repli-

cated spots within each microarray (given that these spots have the same gene identifier).

• Include also bad flagged features to calculate the average across replicates: will discard any information

from the scanner software about the spot quality and use all spots of replicated microarrays to calculate

the average expression value. This option is especially useful in experiment where e.g. only a dye swap

normalization should be performed.

• Exclude features that are flagged bad in one of the replicates: expression measures of features that have one

spot in the replicated microarrays that is flagged bad will not be averaged. For these features a NA value will

be returned by the function (and therefore these features will be excluded from all further analyses).

In our example all replicated spots on each array should be averaged (option Average replicated genes (spots)

within each microarray). The number of arrays to which the microarrays should be merged was therefore set to 2,

and each microarray was assigned to one of the so called merged arrays. If replicated arrays are available in the

microarray experiment (technical replicates), these arrays can be merged, by assigning the replicated microarrays

to one merged array.
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2.3 ABI microarray normalization Preprocessing

Figure 2.9: Replicate handling. On this page replicated spots within a microarray or technical replicated microar-
rays can be averaged (merged). The replicate handling step can be skipped by clicking on the skip button.

After the replicate handling step the analysis can be started or additional steps can be added to the experiment

(like the detection of differentially expressed genes). The detection of differentially expressed genes using fold

change analysis for this example is described in chapter 3.1.

2.3 ABI microarray normalization

CARMAweb can read and process ABI microarray data exported as tabulator delimited txt files by the ABI scan-

ning software. Required columns that have to be exported are:

• SIGNAL

• ASSAY NORMALIZED SIGNAL

• FLAGS

• PROBE ID
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2.3 ABI microarray normalization Preprocessing

• GENE ID

• ASSAY NAME

• SAMPLE NAME

To perform a microarray analysis on ABI microarray data first the data file(s) have to uploaded using the upload

link in the users CARMAweb Data directory. After uploading the file(s) select New Analysis on the button bar and

choose Perform an ABI microarray analysis. Next the first data file has to be selected that contains the data from the

ABI microarrays. Upon selecting the file, CARMAweb tries to read the sample and assay informations from this

file and proceeds to the page shown in figure 2.10. The test file used in the following example (ABIdata-mod2.txt1)

contains the data from 6 ABI microarrays (samples are labeled with Sample 1 - 6).

The samples (assays, microarrays) that should be included in the analysis can be selected using the page shown

in figure 2.10. It is possible to load the microarray data of ABI microarrays from more than one text file. In

the web page shown in figure 2.11 the microarrays respectiveley samples are listed that have already been added

to the microarray analysis. Additionally other microarrays can be added to the analysis by selecting another file

containing the corresponding data from other ABI microarrays.

Figure 2.10: Selection of the ABI microarrays for the analysis. The microarrays / samples that should be analyzed
can be selected by checking the checkbox above the corresponding sample.

1As the data set contains unpublished data the gene and probe names were permutated
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2.3 ABI microarray normalization Preprocessing

After adding all ABI microarrays to the analysis the pre–processing of the raw data values can be performed.

The different parameters can be set in the according ABI normalization page (figure 2.12). As raw data signal

either the Assay normalized signal or the raw signal can be used. The Assay normalized signal are an already

background corrected expression values, that were global median adjusted accross all microarrays using the ABI

built–in algorithm. The raw signal consists of background corrected raw expression values. These values have

to be adjusted accross all microarrays in the experiment to allow comparisons between samples. The default

normalization algorithm is the quantile method that is also used to adjust Affymetrix GeneChip data. Additionally

different plots (histograms) can be drawn from the raw and from the normalized data and the normalized expression

values can be saved to a text file. Probes can also be filtered using the FLAG values from the ABI software. Usually

probes that have a FLAG value below 1000 are marked as bad spots and are excluded from all further analysis

steps. The following replicate handling step (see also chapter 2.5 of the CARMAweb user guide) allows to average

replicated microarrays and / or replicated probes on each microarray. The replicate handling can also be skipped if

no replicated microarrays are present in the microarray experiment.

After selecting the normalization and replicate handling parameters additional analysis steps can be added to

the analysis using the ABI analysis page shown in figure 2.13. Such steps can be the detection of differentially ex-

pressed genes using simple fold change analysis, or using statistical tests. The fold change analysis is described in

chapter 3.1 and the detection of differentially expressed genes using test statistics in chapter 3.2 of the CARMAweb

user guide.

Figure 2.11: The ABI microarrays / samples that have been added to the analysis are listed. Data from other
microarrays might be added to the analysis by adding a new text file that contains the data for the corresponding
microarrays.
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2.3 ABI microarray normalization Preprocessing

Figure 2.12: Normalization settings for ABI microarray data.

After the analysis with CARMAweb the sets of interesting genes can also be analyzed and annotated using the

free ABI web applicaton Panther (https://panther.appliedbiosystems.com/).
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2.4 Analysis using already normalized data

The detection of differentially expressed genes can also be performed directly on already normalized expression

values (for example if the raw data was normalized in a previous analysis and the table with the normalized

expression values of all genes has been copied from the analysis result folder (see chapter 4) to the users Data

directory). This can be achieved by selecting Perform an analysis on already normalized data after clicking the

New Analysis button. On the next page (see figure 2.14) the file containing the normalized expression values can

be selected. The user has to choose the columns that contain the normalized expression values (all other columns

should not be selected! they will be used as annotation columns), additionally it is possible to define the decimal

point (either . or ,) that is used or to set the data to be log2 transformed. All columns that are not selected are used

as annotation columns!

As input file any tabulator delimited txt file containing numerical and text data is supported. This allows to analyze

not only microarray data (normlaized microarray data), but to analyze any data with the methods and algorithms

Figure 2.13: ABI microarray analysis page. Additional analysis steps (like a simple fold change analysis or test
statistics to determine differentially expressed genes) can be added to the analysis, or the analysis can be started
by clicking on the Start button.
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2.4 Analysis using already normalized data Preprocessing

provided by CARMAweb.

Figure 2.14: Analysis using already normalized data. After selecting the file, the first 4 rows are displayed, so that
the user can select the columns containing the normalized expression values.
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2.5 Replicate handling

The replicate handling step allows to average the normalized intensity (expression) values of replicated microarrays

within a microarray experiment. Additionally replicated spots (genes or probe sets for Affymetrix GeneChips) can

be averaged within each microarray. All spots that are flagged by the scanning software as bad spots are excluded

from the replicate handling step (provided that this information was available in the input data and that the user

has selected the appropriate settings to read this information from the input files (for Genepix users: choose give

all flagged spots a weight of 0 where How should spots flagged by the software be handled? is asked; ABI users

can use the flags from the input file)).

Figure 2.15: Replicated microarrays / samples can be averaged (merged) in this page.

The replicate handling step for two color microarrays is shown in figure 2.9, in figure 2.15 the settings for the

replicate handling of all other platforms are shown. The user can select the number of microarrays to which the

microarrays of the experiments should be merged. In the example below the expression values of the Affymetrix

GeneChip T-ALL-2-0h.CEL are averaged with those of T-ALL-20-0h.CEL and the same for the to chips with the

patient samples after 8 hours GC treatment. As number of merged arrays 2 was selected, optional it is possible
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2.5 Replicate handling Preprocessing

to give a (unique!) name to the merged arrays. Next the microarrays of the experiment have to be assigned to the

merged arrays. Additionally it is possible to average the values of replicated spots (genes) within each microarray,

or to log2 transform the data before averaging them and the method to calculate the average can be selected (mean

or median value).
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Chapter 3

Detection of differentially expressed genes

The two methods for the detection of differentially expressed genes described in the following sections can be

applied to the normalized expression values of all three supported platforms (Affymetrix, two color microarrays,

ABI microarrays) and also to any tabulator delimited text file containg numerical data..

3.1 Fold change analysis

For microarray experiments with a small number of arrays and thus samples, the detection for differentially ex-

pressed genes using a simple fold change analysis is possible. Differentially expressed genes are defined in this

context as those genes that show a bigger increase or decrease in their expression, comparing the expression values

of the sample to the control sample, than a user defined value. CARMAweb allows also to rank genes according to

the number of comparisons in which they were defined to be differentially expressed.

CARMAweb allows to set cut–off values for both the M (regulation) and the A (average expression) value. In the

example a M cut–of value of 1 was selected. Therefore all genes that show a two fold up– or down–regulation are

defined to be differentially expressed.

The web page where comparisons can be defined is shown in figure 3.1. The number of comparisons for the mi-

croarray analysis has to be defined, then the sample (signal channel) and the control sample can be selected for

each comparison. Genes that have a bigger expression value in the sample compared to the control sample lead to

positive M values whereas negative M values derive from genes that are higher expressed in the control compared

to the sample. Other parameters for a comparisons are the M and A value cut–off and the filename for the data table

containing the regulated genes from the comparisons. Additionally a MA plot can be drawn for every comparison.
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3.1 Fold change analysis Detection of differentially expressed genes

Figure 3.1: Foldchange analysis.

The result of such a fold change analysis is shown in figure 3.2. Again the different result files (analysis report

file and tables) and figures can be displayed or downloaded individually, or the whole content of the result folder

can be downloaded as a zip archive. The MA plot shown in figure 3.2 scatters the average expression values (A)

against the differential expression values (M) of all genes between the two samples which are compared in the

specific comparison. In this case the intensities measured in the red signal channel are compared against those

from the green signal channel of a two-color microarray. Red points represent those genes that were defined to be

differentially expressed between the two samples by the users cut-off criteria, which was in this case to define all

genes that are more than two fold differentially expressed to be differentially expressed (M cut-off =1).
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3.1 Fold change analysis Detection of differentially expressed genes

Figure 3.2: Foldchange analysis result folder. The MA plot shown displays the average expression (A) against the
differential expression (M) of all genes in two samples. Red points depict those genes that have been identified to
be differentially expressed by the users cut-off criteria.
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3.2 Test statistics Detection of differentially expressed genes

3.2 Test statistics

For microarray experiments with an appropriate number of arrays differentially expressed genes can be detected

using statistical tests like the Mann Withney U test, the Students t test, the permutation (randomization) test, the

moderated t-statistics from the limma package (based on a bayesian approach [13]) or SAM (Significance Anal-

ysis of Microarrays proposed by Tusher et al. [15]). The moderated t-statistics (empirical bayesian approach)

are especially useful for small group sizes. For experiments where each sample has its own control sample (e.g.

samples of patients before and after treatment) paired test statistics are suggested (either paired moderated t-test

or paired permutation based test statistics). Microarray experiments generate large multiplicity problems in which

thousands of hypothesis are tested simultaneously within one experiment [4] (e.g. is gene x differentially expressed

between a treated and untreated sample). BioConductors multtest package provides suitable methods to adjust p

values according to this multiple hypothesis testing problem. Available adjustment methods are for example the

procedure introduced by Benjamini and Hochberg [2] for strong control of the FDR (false discovery rate, expected

proportion of false positives among the rejected hypotheses) or the procedure by Westfall and Young [16] to control

the FWER (family–wise error rate, probability of at least one false positive).

To alleviate the loss of power from the formidable multiplicity of gene-by-gene hypothesis testing within a mi-

croarray experiment, a non–specific prefiltering of the data can also be performed in CARMAweb (see figure 3.3

at the bottom of the page). Non–specific means without reference to the group the samples are into. The aim of

this prefiltering step is to remove from consideration that set of genes that is not differentially expressed under any

comparison. The web application allows the prefiltering of the data based on the variance within the data.
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3.2 Test statistics Detection of differentially expressed genes

Figure 3.3: Main page for the multtest package. Samples can be assigned to the different groups and the data
set can be restricted to the x% of genes with the biggest variance.

The test analysis described in this section uses the normalized data from 6 Affymetrix GeneChips (the pre-

processing of these chips is described in section 2.1). The samples are from three patients with childhood t-cell

acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), one sample before and one after treatment for 6 hours with dexametosone

(glucocorticoids) respectively. To detect genes differentially expressed between the treated and untreated samples,

the control samples have to be assigned to group 0 and the treated samples to group 1 (see figure 3.3). To alleviate

the loss of power from the formidable multiplicity of gene-by-gene hypothesis testing a non-specific prefiltering is

performed. For this purpose the further analysis is restricted to the 40% of the probesets with the biggest variance

over all samples.

The test statistic can be selected on the page displayed in figure 3.4 (click on the test statistics tab to get there). By

default a permutation based t test is selected. In our example we use paired moderated t-test, as we have paired

data (sample from each patient before and after treatment), and the number of biological replicates is very small

(the moderated t-test performs better on small group sizes compared to the other test statistics). For the paired

moderated t-test the sample pairs have to be defined (each pair must have one sample from group 0 and oune from

group 1).
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3.2 Test statistics Detection of differentially expressed genes

Figure 3.4: test statistics tab. The test statistic that should be used to detect the differentially expressed genes can
be selected on this page. The pop-up window gives information about how sample pairs for paired test statistics can
be defined. Such information pop–up windows are displayed when the user moves the mouse over an information
button.

The method (or methods) that should be used to adjust for the multiple testing within the experiment can be

selected on the page shown in figure 3.5 (tab multiple testing corr.).
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3.2 Test statistics Detection of differentially expressed genes

Figure 3.5: multiple testing correction tab. The method (or methods) that should be used to adjust for the multiple
testing problem can be selected on this page.

Finally the plots and tables that should be created can be defined on the 4th tab (tables & plots) shown in figure

3.6. For each analysis a tab delimited text file containing the p values calculated for each gene in the data set is

created by default.
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3.2 Test statistics Detection of differentially expressed genes

Figure 3.6: plots & tables tab. The plots and tables that should be created from the data can be defined using this
page.

The results of the test analysis performed in this chapter are shown in figure 3.7. The MA plot that is shown

scatters the average expression of all probesets between the two groups on the x-axis (A values) against the differ-

ential expression on the y-axis (M values). In fact, as this is a average MA plot, it scatters the mean M versus the

mean A values, where the mean A and M values are calculated from the mean expression values of each probeset

in group 1 against the mean expression values in group 0.

The volcano plot scatters the mean M values (x-axis) against the test statistic (more in detail against the -log10 of

the p-values). Points (probesets) with small p-values are in the upper region of the plot (have large values on the y

axis), whereas probesets that are not significantly differentially expressed are near y=0.
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3.2 Test statistics Detection of differentially expressed genes

Figure 3.7: Result page for a detection of differentially expressed genes analysis using test statistics. Like in all
result pages the different figures and tables can be opened or downloaded individually, or the whole content of the
result folder can be downloaded as a zip archive. The two figures shown are a average MA plot (group 1 against
group 0) and a volcano plot of the raw p-values.

CARMAweb allows to add more detection–of–differentially–expressed–genes–steps to one microarray analsis

(after adding one step to the analysis on the analysis page (see figure 2.3 in section 2.1)).
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Chapter 4

Analysis result folder

Once the calculation of an analysis is finished its results are accessible through the R Analysis workspace page

(figure 4.1). The content of this folder can be downloaded as a zip archive, or each single file can be downloaded

separately (by clicking on the icon next to the file). Additionally all files from the result folder (R Analysis

workspace) can be copied to the users Data directory using the icon or be deleted by clicking on the icon or

directly sent to the cluster analysis module GenesisWeb using the icon. Copying files from an analysis result

folder to the users Data directory allow to use this result files as input files for further anlyses (e.g. when a file

with the normalized expression values is copied to the Data directory this can be used for a new analsis using

normalized data (=detection of differentially expressed genes). Result files can then also be used as input files for

a cluster analysis or a GO analysis).

For each analysis a report file is generated, in which all performed analysis steps and the descriptions for the various

methods used in the analysis are delineated, thus guarantee a maximal transparency and reproducibility of the

analysis and allowing the user to re–perform the whole analysis on a local workstation by typing the R commands

from the analysis report into a R console. Depending on the users choices different tables with expression or

regulation values are created. This may range from tables containing the normalized expression values of all genes

in all arrays, to tables with regulation or expression values of the subsets of differentially expressed genes or tables

containing the raw p values and p values adjusted using the various adjustment methods.

All plots are embedded in the analysis report file and are additionally available as single pdf (end eps) files.
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Analysis result folder

Figure 4.1: Result page for a detection of differentially expressed genes analysis using test statistics. Like in all
result pages the different figures and tables can be opened or downloaded individually, or the whole content of the
result folder can be downloaded as a zip archive. The two figures shown are a average MA plot (group 1 against
group 0) and a volcano plot of the raw p-values. All points in the figures are colored according to the local points
density (yellow represents high density, blue low).
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Chapter 5

GO analysis

A Gene Ontology is a structured vocabulary to describe gene and gene products. In other words a gene ontology is

a common set of words and descriptions that are related to each other. The relationships of the words (GO terms)

of the ontology are all many to many. This means that each GO term can have a set of child terms and can also have

a set of parent terms, where always child terms are more specific than parent terms. The Gene Ontolgy Consortium

has build three independent ontologies to describe the cellular component, molecular function or biological process

of gene products.

The goal of GO analysis is to assist in the biological interpretation of microarray analyses by providing information

about the biological process, molecular function or cellular component a set of genes of interest is involved in. The

algorithm of the GO analysis firts creates the induced GO graph for the set of interesting genes (provided by the

input file). This GO graph contains all GO terms one or more genes of interest can be associated with. Next it

defines for each GO term the number of genes of interest that can be mapped to the specific GO term, as well as

the number of genes that can be detected with the microarray used in the experiment and that can be associated

with the GO term. Based on this data p-values can then be calculated that provide the information if the genes of

interest are over-represented in the specific GO term.

The GO analysis in CARMAweb is performed by BioConductors GOstats and GO packages.

As input file any tab delimited file can be used, that contains in one column the Entrez Gene (formerly LocusLink)

identifiers of the genes of interest. A new GO analysis can be started using the link New GO mapping in the button

bar of the main page. The user has then to select one of the files that are in his CARMAweb Data directory for the

analysis (keep in mind that the files have to contain one column with the Entrez Gene IDs of the genes of interest,

the probe sets of the Affymetrix GeneChip analysis in CARMAweb are usually automatically annotated to Entrez

Gene identifiers, so result files from these analyses contain already one column with Entrez Gene IDs).

The following GO mapping analysis is performed using the test file called GOanalysis.txt. First the file containing

the corresponding Entrez Gene IDs has to be selected (in our example the GOanalysis.txt file). After selecting the
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correct input file the first four lines of this file are read and displayed on the page. This should ease the correct

selection of the column containing the Entrez Gene IDs. Then the column containing the Entrez Gene (LocusLink)

identifiers has to be selected which is in our example called LocusLink (see figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: GO analysis. Selection of the file containing the Entrez Gene identifiers of the genes of interest, and
the column in the selected file containing those IDs.

To calculate hypergeometric p–values that give information about the over–representation of the genes of in-

terest in the GO terms compared to all genes that can be mapped to the corresponding terms, a file containing all

Entrez Gene identifier of all genes that can be detected with the microarray used has to be selected (figure 5.2).

Affymetrix users can choose the Affymetrix GeneChip used in the analysis and do not have to upload or select a

file. By skipping this step no (correct) p values will be calculated and only the GO graph is generated.

The genes of the test file were detected using Affymetrix GeneChip hgu133plus2, therefore this chip has been

selected (figure 5.2).

The ontologies for which the GO analysis should be performed can be selected on the page shown in figure

5.3. Once the desired parameters and settings have been chosen the analysis can be started by clicking on the Start

button.
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Figure 5.2: GO analysis. Selection of the file that contains the Entrez Gene identifiers of all genes on the microarray
used. Affymetrix users can select the GeneChip that was used in the microarray experiment.

The analysis results are available through the results page (figure 5.4). For each ontology a GO graph and a

table containing all the GO terms, to which the genes of interest can be mapped to, are created. The table contains

the GO terms together with the number of genes of interest that can be mapped to the GO term, the number of

genes on the array that can be mapped to the GO term and the total number of genes that correspond to the GO

term (from every species). The row numbers of the GO terms in this table are used as the labels of the GO terms

in the corresponding GO graph.
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Figure 5.3: GO analysis. Additional parameters for the GO analysis.
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Figure 5.4: GO analysis. GO analysis result folder. The GO graph for the cellular component ontology is shown
in the additional window.
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Chapter 6

Cluster analysis

The cluster analysis can be performed using CARMAwebs cluster analysis module GenesisWeb which can be

used as a standalone web application (accessible at https://carmaweb.genome.tugraz.at/genesis) or in combination

with CARMAweb. GenesisWeb uses facilities of the GenesisServer application server [14] to perform the cluster

analysis calculations.

The layout of the GenesisWeb main page can be splitted up into the three parts button bar, navigation tree and

center frame (see figure 6.2). The button bar can be used to manipulate the opened data set (for example using the

Normalize Data menu, that allows to normalize the data (for example mean centering of the data)), or by starting

a new cluster analysis by selecting one of the cluster analysis methods available. Cluster analysis algorithms im-

plemented in GenesisWeb include the unsupervised methods HCL (hierarchical clustering), SOM (self organizing

maps), KMC (k–means clustering). Additionally dimension reduction and visualization methods like the PCA

(principle component analysis) and CA (correspondence analysis) can be applied to the data. For the classification

of microarray data the supervised method SVM (support vector machines) is available. Algorithm specific param-

eters as well as the distance (similarity) measurement method can be selected by the user.

The navigation tree in the left part of the web page allows to open or upload new data files and to access cluster

analysis results.

GenesisWeb takes as input files any tabulator delimited table can be used. The columns should correspond to the

samples and the rows to the genes.

A new cluster analysis on files in the users Data directory can be started using the New Cluster Analysis

button in the button bar of CARMAweb. A cluster analysis using GenesisWeb can also be started from CAR-

MAweb directly by clicking on the icon next to a file (tab delimited txt file) in a analysis result page (see figure

4.1).

Cluster results (clusters exported to txt files) can be fetched back to the users Data directory using the cor-

responding form in the Data directory and thus be used for any further analysis (GO analysis...). To be able to
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perform a GO analysis on cluster analysis results it is required, that the data file used for the cluster analysis

contains the Entrez Gene (LocusLink) IDs of the genes (either in the Id or Name column).

In the example below the input file for the GO analysis used in chapter 5 was used. This file contains also

the normalized expression values of the 100 genes over a big number of samples (the columns containing the

normalized expression values have column names beginning with B–ALL). By clicking on the file with the name

GOanalysis.txt shown in the result folder in figure 5.4, a page is opened (figure 6.1) where the user can select the

columns of the data file that contain the data that should be clustered (in the example those columns with column

names beginning with B–ALL). Additionally the user should select the column that contains a unique identifier

for each gene (in the example the ProbeID column). Based on the users selections the data file is generated and

opened directly in GenesisWeb (see figure 6.2) by clicking on the next button at the bottom of the page.

Figure 6.1: Cluster analysis. The columns containing the identifiers for each gene, as well as the columns that
contain the data that should be used for the cluster analysis have to be defined.

In the example this dataset was mean centered using the Normalize Data menu in the button bar of GenesisWeb

and a hierarchical cluster analysis (euclidean distance measurement and clustering over the samples and the genes)

is started by clicking on the HCL link in the button bar.

The result of a cluster analysis result using the HCL algorithm is shown in figure 6.3.

Gene and / or sample clusters can be selected and colored as well as exported to text files (these files contain
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Figure 6.2: Cluster analysis. The cluster analysis module GenesisWeb. The button bar in the top of the page can
be used to apply the different cluster analysis algorithms to the data. Analysis results as well as data files are
accessible through the navigation tree in the left part of the web page.

the expression values of the selected genes). By clicking on the appropriate node in the hierarchical tree in the

result shown in figure 6.3 a web page is opened (shown in figure 6.4) where the cluster color can be selected or the

cluster can be exported to a text file.

By making a cluster public (using the web page shown in figure 6.4) all the genes (or samples) of the cor-

responding cluster are also labeled with the same color in other cluster results (for example using a different

clustering algorithm) of the same data set. This is shown in figure 6.6, where the genes from the green marked

cluster (see figure 6.5) are also labeled green in a PCA clustering result.
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Figure 6.3: Result of a HCL cluster analysis of the test file. Gene and Sample clusters can be selected, colored and
exported.

Figure 6.4: Once a cluster has been selected the color can be chosen that should be used to mark this cluster.
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Figure 6.5: HCL cluster result of the test dataset. One cluster has been labeled with a green color.
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Figure 6.6: PCA cluster analysis of the test data set. The first two principle components are shown. Using the
menu in top of the page it is possible to rotate the image. The genes labeled with the green color are those genes
that have been marked in the HCL result in figure 6.5
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